FCA Award in Shanghai, China

Award for outstanding performance
Güdel wins FCA Award
Shanghai, 17.11.2015. The Fiat Chrysler Automotive Grue (FCA) recognized
Güdel with this year‘s Supplier of the Year
in the category Capex APAC. With this
award, FCA honors suppliers of various
categories for outstanding commitment in
the previous year.
In a festive ceremony in Shanghai, China,
the Head of APAC Group Purchasing at
FCA Larry Walker gave the award and
trophy to Martin Müller, Group CEO, and
Young-Sik Park, CEO Güdel Korea.

and cylinder heads of the 2.0 and 2.4 liter
engines for the Tiger Shark model.
“Güdel represents values like efficiency,
reliability, and innovation,” says Young-Sik
Park. “This award is a confirmation and
recognition of a successful customer relationship and honors our years of competent service in the power trains business
in the APAC region.” Special mention
should go to the strong commitment of
Güdel on site in all areas from assembly
to installation and commissioning.

Martin Müller and
Young-Sik Park

Güdel won in the category for investment
in long-term assets. Güdel installed two
automation lines for the cylinder blocks
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The Güdel Group is a manufacturer of high-precision machine components and provider of
sophisticated automation solutions. Its spectrum of products ranges from linear guideways,
racks, pinions and drives right through to linear axes and gantry robots. Güdel assembles its
products into systems with a high degree of control intelligence and complete plant installations, which can be used in the automotive, tire, metal, rail, intra-logistics, pharmaceutical,
renewable energy, wood, and aerospace industries. Güdel’s technology is characterized by
its innovation, quality and modularity. The Güdel Group has a workforce of approximately
1,100 employees worldwide in over 30 locations. The Group has been owned by the same
family since its foundation more than 60 years ago. The Güdel Group has its headquarters
in Switzerland.
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